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CHARACTERISTICS Or AN AIRFOIL AS AFFECTED BY F.43RIC SAG

By Kenneth E. Ward

sukndARY

This report presents the results of tests made at a
high value of the Reynolds Number in the N.A.C.A. variable-
dens.ity wind tunnel to determine the aerodynamic character-
istics of an airfo$l as affected by fabric sag. Tests
were made of two Gottingen 387 airfoils, one having the
usual smooth surface and t-he other having a surface modi-
fied to simulate two types of fabric sag.

The results of these tests indicate that the usual
sagging of the wing covering between ribs has a very small
effect on the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil.

INTRODUCTION

Prior to the present investigation, but few tests
have been made to determine the aerodynamic effects of
fabric sag in airplane wings. In connection with a study
of the lift coefficients of the wings of a full-sized air-
plane and of a model, the British Advisory Committee, in
1916, investigated the characteristics of the model air-
foil as affected by fabric sag. (Reference 1.) Erom the
results of these tests they concluded that the effect of
the sag Was not vor~ grbat. In a later investigation,
Kumbruch in Germany (reference 2) arrived at the same con-
clusion and his tests at two values of the Reynolds Num-
ber indicated that the differences were even smaller at
the higher value of the Reynolds Number. These early
tests, however, were both made at comparatively low val-
ues of the Reynolds Number, and the effect of fabric sag
on the characteristics of actual wings was therefo~e not
definitely established. Rizzo (reference 3), in studying
the precision of wing sections, concluded that the slight
decrease in average thickBes~ c’ausot!by the fabric sag
would have very little effect on the wing characteristics.
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The practice of ..’dome’.aeY~-i-gne.m’s7:d~”’@%hvi~ing a wing
structure that reduces the U.S,UQf<ahric sag but entails an
increase in weight led to a request by the Bureau of Aero-
nautics ,.Navy D%p-artment , f~or.iiif%brnation’ o-n”the’ e’Tfect o,f
sag at a high value of the Reynolds Number to determine
if the greater weight resul.tin~!f~nm this type of struc-
ture is justified. The present investigation was made” to”
sup~ly this information.

..........L.,..:.,..’ ...—

Yor the purpose of obtaining a ropresentattve form
of sagged surface, measurements were taken OZ a number of
wings on airpla.n”os in ‘service .... Thti=normal rib profile and
the””transverse p%ofile of thu sag lietwe’entwl adjacent ~
ribs at ‘several..positiohs back from the leading edge were
obtained for Gadh w’ing. The majority of wings measured
hqd a sharp discontinuity of the surface at the end of the
reinforced nose. AS this discontinuity was believed to
have a greater efifect”than the normal sag alone, it was
dec,ided to incorporate this type in the present investiga-
tion. ~ For the most severe c“onditi,on noted; ‘the angle
between tange~ts’of’ the reinforced andsagged. sarfac,es at
th6 point of diseoriti’fruitywa’.sapproximately” 7°. : ‘

,,The wing of the Committees Fairchild FC-2W2 airplane
of Gottingen 387 section~’wliich ”represents a badly sagged
surfac”e, was chosen as a basis for the models. Tests were
made of---anairfoil of uniform section and of one modified
to represent wi.ngs’having fabric sag with and without nose
reinforcement. .The”.tests wefe made-in the variable-den~~ty’
wind tunne~ of the National Advisory Committ-ee for Aero-
nautics during May; 1932. ,
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APPARATUS.AND METHODS

—
Models,- Two 5 by 30 inch duralumin airfoils of th~

G~ttingen 387 section were,constructed as described in
reference 4. One model was maintained with the usual
smooth surfaces, and tests of--this model Were used as a
basis for comparison with tests of the other model,. the
upper surface of which was hand-finished t.o:r~epr~sent the
two types of fabric sag investigated. The. ~rofile of the
smooth-surface model was carefully checked, with, the rib
profile of the sagged model bY measuremeni~-- Wit’h,the nose
points and the chord lines coinciding on ‘plA.tg::olIhess.

- pr”ofiles, the maximum separation of the coq,to.ur,smas !0.06
per cent of the chord. 4

F
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The first, type of” sag eons&ucted Ori the saggek-mod-
el represented that found ,on fq,bric-covered wings having
nose reinforcement, and was patterned after the worst con-
dition observed. , A,phetograph of this model is shown in
Figure 1. ~iag~ammatic sections are giv8n in Tigure 2 of
““the rib and sag center profiles along the chord and the
transverse profiles of the sag between two adjacent ribs.
The d.iscontinufty representing the end of a reinforced nose “
at the front spar position was unfortunately rounded some-
what from the desired sharp edge during the process of
polishing the modified surface. As the amount of sag on
the lower surface of the wing was-negligible, it was un-
necessal-y to modify the lower surface of the model

The “second type of sag, representing that found on
wings without nose ”reinforcement, was constructed by fair-
iag out the surface discontinuity on the nose of the sagged
airfoil.” The r.e”kulting sections are shown in Tigur,e 2 by
dottetl l.i.nes”.o -.”. . ,,. .. ,

Tests.- ““ -The models were tested in the variable-density
wind tunnel at an average:Reynolds Num%er of 3,160,000.
Descriptions of the tunnel and method. of testipg may be

,. found in reference 4. The airfoil ,having smooth, surfaces
was test’ed first and was. folloti,ed.b.ythe airfoil having
the first type of sag.

●

This latter airfoil was then modi-
fied to represent the second t~e of sag and tested. A re-
peat test ‘was then made ‘of the first airfoil to establish
the accuracy of the test results. .

,.

,.

RESULTS :- .“””

The results are presented graphically in Figures”3a
and 3b. In the first fi ure the lift coefficient

7
CL,

drag coefficient CD, L D ratio, and center-of-pressure

position are pl?tted against the angle of attack a for
t-he three types of surface. These data have been correct-
ed for tunnel-wall effect by the method given inlfreference
4. ‘l!heprofile and specified ordinates of the Gottingen
387 section are included, in this figure.

The profile-drag coefficient CDO, angle of attack

for infinite aspect ratio Cto, and t“~e pitching-moment

coefficient about a point one-quarter of the chord behind
the leading edge Cmc ~,

/
are plotted against the lift co:
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eff.~cient in Figure 3b. These infinite aspect ratio. char-
acteyi~~t.cs:,ha.y.ebeen derived froq the o~_se~ved data .hy .
the rn~.thodgiven in reference 4. . .,,

: ..
The precision of these results may be estirna.ted from-

the results of the two. tests of the airfail of uniform
s.ectio~. The two tests were made one before and one after
the tests of the sagged airfoils and the di:pplacement of

●

the test points in Figures 3a and 3b indic+tes the preci-
sion to be expected for all four tests.

DISCUSSION

,.

The results of these tests indicate that, the effect..
of--sag on the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil is
very small, The lift curves are almost identioal until
the region of maximum lift is reached. The a.irfoi.lsmith
saggqd surfaces have somewhat highe..rvalues,.of the maxi-
mum lift than the airfoil with uni”form section. This re-
suit may be due to the thinner average section resulting
from the sag, as recent tests in the variable-density tun-
nel have indicated an, increase in maximum lift with a ,de-
croase in thickness for thick airfoils. The differences)

however, are only slightly largop than the experimental. .
error.
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The drag curves are.nearly the same throughout the
normal flying range. The values of the minimum drag of

.,

the ‘sagged airfoils are slightly higher than the average
-——

value for the airfoil of uniform section, but are prob”ably
m

within the experimental error. The other characteristics,
.—

as may be noted by referring to the figures, are negligi-
%Iy. affected by the sag.

-—
-

The effect of the discontinuity as reproduced on the
model representing a sagged wing with nose reinforcement
is unimportant.. This discontinuity, howevc=”, “may have ad-
verse affects where it occlns on other airfoil sections

.&

or whore, a reinforced nose of a wing causes an abrupt
break in tho surf~ce more sharply defined or nearer’ the”
loading edge.

.
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COtiCLUSIONS

These results indicate that the usual sagging of the
wing covering between ribs has a very small effect on the
aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Tield, Vs., July 28, 1932.
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Results corrected for tunnel-walleffect

Fig.3a Comparison of airfoilshaving smooth and sagged surfaces.
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Date:May 1932 Test:V.D~T.829,830,841,842

Results corrected to infiniteaspect ratio

Fig.3b Comparison of airfoilshaving smooth and sagged surfaces.


